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KUWAIT: The public relations and information department at
Kuwait Fire Service Directorate said an investigation team con-
ducted technical inspections immediately after extinguishing a
massive fire in an electronics workshop in Rai. There is a suspicion
of criminal intent in the incident, which means it was caused de-
liberately. After the completion of all investigation procedures, the
technical report on the incident will be sent to concerned author-
ities in the ministry of interior and the public prosecution, sup-
ported by evidence indicating criminal suspicions.

The fire had spread to eight industrial lots of around 10,000
sq m. Industrial Shuwaikh, Ardiya, Hilali, Mishref, backup, Salmiya,
Subhan, Mina Abdullah and Sulaibikhat centers participated in
fighting the fire under the command of Director General Lt Gen
Khalid Al-Mikrad and his acting deputy Brig Mohammad Al-Ma-
hameed. No one was injured but material damage is extensive.

Meanwhile, Subhan firemen succeed in rescuing an Asian
worker who was trapped under a construction crane which had
flipped over. The worker was taken by paramedics for treatment
for leg injuries. Also, Sulaibikhat and Ardiya fire centers rushed to
put out a fire in Andalus. The fire was in a ground floor room and
smoke had spread throughout the house. Firemen evacuated the
house and put out the fire in record time.
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KUWAIT: Firemen douse a huge fire in an electronics warehouse in Rai yesterday. — KUNA 

Arson suspected as inferno 
guts electronics warehouse 

Nine teams control fire in Rai industrial area

Kuwaiti commander 
awarded US Order 
of Saint Barbara 
KUWAIT: The Kuwaiti army announced yesterday Artillery
Commander Brig Gen Khaled Al-Shaala was awarded the US mil-
itary’s Order of Saint Barbara medal. A statement issued by the
directorate of moral guidance and public relations of the Kuwaiti
army said in a statement that Shaala is the first officer in the Mid-
dle East to receive this US order. 

It added that the awarding of Brigadier Shaala came during the
conclusion of the joint exercise Spartan II. The exercise, which took
place between the artillery of the Kuwaiti ground force and its
American counterpart from Dec 1-5, was aimed at enhancing and
developing joint planning, unifying concepts and coordinating fire
against hostile targets. This exercise was also designed to raise the
level of training and combat readiness of the participants. — KUNA 

Pentagon denies US 
mulling 14,000 more 
troops for Mideast 
WASHINGTON: The Pentagon on Wednesday denied a report
that the United States was weighing sending up to 14,000 more
troops to the Middle East in the face of a perceived threat from
Iran. The Wall Street Journal reported that the possible deploy-
ment would include “dozens” more ships and double the number
of troops added to the US force in the region since the beginning
of this year, citing unnamed US officials. The paper said President
Donald Trump could make a decision on the troop boost as early
as this month.

But the Pentagon disputed the accuracy of the report. “To be
clear, the reporting is wrong. The US is not considering sending
14,000 additional troops to the Middle East,” spokeswoman
Alyssa Farah tweeted. The region has seen a series of attacks on
shipping vessels and a drone and missile attack on Saudi oil in-
stallations in September blamed on Iran. Washington has already
ratcheted up its military presence in the Gulf and expanded eco-
nomic sanctions on Tehran, elevating tensions across the region. 

In mid-November the US aircraft carrier Abraham Lincoln
sailed through the Strait of Hormuz in a show of force aimed at
reassuring allies worried about the Iran threat. In October De-
fense Secretary Mark Esper announced that two fighter
squadrons and additional missile defense batteries were being
sent to Saudi Arabia, for a total of about 3,000 new troops.

Earlier Wednesday Iranian President Hassan Rouhani said the
country was willing to return to the negotiating table over its nu-
clear program if the United States first drops sanctions, which
have hampered the country’s economy and may have contributed
to recent domestic turmoil sparked by fuel price hikes.

Speaking at a defense conference in Manama, Bahrain on Nov
23, General Kenneth McKenzie, commander of US Central Com-
mand, said the US does not have all the resources it needs to cover
the Middle East region. “There is a lot of water to cover. Simply
put, we don’t have sufficient resources to be where we want to be
in the right numbers all the time,” he told the annual Manama Di-
alogue on regional security. —AFP 

Japan to send 270
sailors to guard ships 
TOKYO: Japan is working on a plan to send about 270 seamen
to the Middle East to guard ships supplying Japan under a law
that allows military deployments for research and intelligence
gathering, the Nikkei business daily said. Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe is considering a January visit to the Middle East, including
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, the paper added.

Japan maintains friendly ties with both the United States and
Iran, and has said it would not join any US coalition to protect
merchant vessels in the region. The Nikkei said the government
would propose deploying one escort ship and a patrol aircraft
from the Maritime Self-Defense Force on a one-year mission that
could be renewed annually. It plans to finalise the plan by year-
end, the Nikkei said.

Global commodity trading has been rocked this year by attacks

on international merchant vessels that Japan’s Western allies have
blamed on Iran. Tehran denies involvement. Tensions have height-
ened between Tehran and Washington since last year, when Pres-
ident Donald Trump pulled the United States out of Tehran’s 2015
nuclear deal with six nations and re-imposed sanctions on the
country, crippling its economy.

Japan, which has stopped buying oil from Iran because of US
sanctions, is eager to see stability in the Middle East, where it gets
the bulk of its oil imports. Abe has tried unsuccessfully to ease
tensions between the two countries. Iran has criticized US efforts
to build an alliance to protect shipping in the Gulf, and Iranian
Deputy Foreign Minister Abbas Araghchi told Japanese public
broadcaster NHK this week after meeting with Abe that Tehran
was opposed to any foreign forces in the region.

Iran has also proposed a visit to Japan by President Hassan
Rouhani try to resolve Iran’s nuclear impasse with Washington,
Kyodo news reported. Japan’s pacifist constitution bans a standing
military but allows self-defense forces. The prospect of deploying
navy personnel to the region has sparked calls for caution from
liberal media and other critics. — Reuters 

KUWAIT: Artillery Commander Brig Gen Khaled Al-Shaala is awarded
the US military’s Order of Saint Barbara yesterday. — KUNA 


